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Abstract. If an w-bounded group G acts continuously on a compact Haus-

dorff space X and the orbit of every point is dense in X , then X iscoabsolute

to a Cantor cube.

A topological group G acts continuously on the topological space X if G
is a group of homeomorphisms of X and the natural map X x G —> X is

continuous. X is always assumed to be a compact Hausdorff space. We say
that G acts minimally on X if the orbit {g(x): g £ G} is dense in X for

every point x £ X. It is easy to see that G acts minimally on X if for

every nonempty open subset U of X, there exist gx, ... , g„ £ G such that

gx(U)U---Ug„(U) = X.
Balear and Blaszczyk proved in [2] that every zero-dimensional compact space

with a minimally acting countable group is coabsolute to a Cantor cube. Two

compact spaces are said to be coabsolute if their respective Boolean algebras of
regular open subsets are isomorphic. From results of Uspenskij [14] and Shapiro

[12] it follows that if an («-bounded group G acts transitively and continuously

on a compact space X, then X is coabsolute to a Cantor cube. A topological
group G is said to be «-bounded if and only if for any neighbourhood U of its

neutral element there is a countable subset A of G such that G = AU (Guran,
see Archangelskij [1]).

The aim of this note is to prove the following

Theorem 1. If an co-bounded group G acts continuously and minimally on the

compact Hausdorff space X, then X is coabsolute to a Cantor cube.

The proof is based on results of Shapiro [12, 13] and makes use of arguments

of Uspenskij [14] and Balear and Blaszczyk [2].
At first, we need the following outstanding result of Shapiro:

(1) Every dyadic compact space which is homogeneous with respect to the
weight is coabsolute to a Cantor cube.

A space X is said to be homogeneous with respect to the weight if w(U) =

w(X) for every nonempty open subset U.
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An interesting subclass of dyadic compacta is the class of Dugundji spaces

introduced by Pelczynski [10]. We refer to Haydon [8] or Scepin [11] for basic
material on Dugundji spaces. Shapiro [13] proved the following fact:

(2) A compact Hausdorff space X is coabsolute to a Dugundji space iff X is

the inverse limit of a continuous inverse system (Xa ,nt,p) where |X0| = 1,

each 7r£+1 has weight <co, and each ni is skeletal.

The weight of a continuous map /: X —* Y is defined to be the minimal

cardinality of a system y of open cozero subsets of X suchthat yU{/_1í7: U is
open in Y} is a subbase for the topology in X (Pasynkov [9]). A map f: X -*

Y is skeletal if for every nonempty open subset U of X the set Int(cl( fU)) is
nonempty. Every regular closed subset of a dyadic space is dyadic too (Efimov

[7]). Further, the weight and the 7r-weight of dyadic spaces coincide. An easy

consequence of ( 1 ) is:

(3) Every compact space X which is coabsolute to a Dugundji space and is

homogeneous with respect to the 7t-weight is coabsolute to a Cantor cube.
It is obvious, that if a group acts minimally on a space X, then X is homo-

geneous with respect to the 7t-weight.
To prove that a compact space satisfying the conditions of Theorem 1 is

coabsolute to a Dugundji space, we make use of elementary substructures. For
a good introduction to elementary substructures see Baumgartner [5] or Dow

[6].
There is always a closed unbounded family of "suitable" countable elementary

substructures of ßiß , where 6 is a sufficiently large regular cardinal. "Suitable"

means that all necessary "information" can be found in the elementary sub-

structure. The following fact is well known and very important for applications

of elementary substructures:
(4) If JÍ is an elementary substructure of %q and A £ JÍ is a countable

set, then A<z J? .
A discussion of the construction we are now going to describe can be found

in Bandlow [3].
Let X be a compact Hausdorff space, 6 a sufficiently large regular uncount-

able cardinal, and Jf a suitable elementary substructure of %q . Let / denote

the unit segment [0, 1 ]. (p^ denotes the interior product of all continuous

functions /: X —> / which are elements of Jf, i.e.,

<t>xr = ®(C(x,i)njr).

Set X(Jf) = <^(X). Remark, that ^(xx) ± cfafa) iff f(xx) ¿ f(x2) for a
function / £ C(X, I) n Jf.

Proposition 2. A compact Hausdorff space X is coabsolute to a Dugundji space

iff there is a closed unbounded family D of countable elementary substructures
of %?q , where 6 is a sufficiently large regular uncountable cardinal, such that for

every set T ç D the interior product ®{</>^ :/€T} is a skeletal map.

For our purpose we need only one direction of this assertion. For this reason

we refer the reader to Bandlow [4] for the complete proof.

Proof (sufficiency). Fix a transfinite sequence Jfa £ D, a < p, such that for

every pair of distinct points x, y £ X there is an a < p and a continuous
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function f: X -»• /, f £J(a, with f(x) ¿ f(y). Set na = ®{<A^ : y < a) and

Xa = na (X).

If a < ß, there is a map 7tf : Xß -> Xa . Obviously, X is the limit space

of the system (Xa , ni , p). By the definition of na , if Fe/?, y < a, is a

cozero subset of X, i.e., there is an f £ C(X, I) r\J?y with /_1(0, 1] = V,

then (na)-xna(V) = V and na(V) is a cozero subset of Xa . Set

7a = {rcQ+1 ( F) : F e J(a\ [jL#y : y < a} and F is a cozero subset of X}.

Then ya U {(n%+x)~xU: U is an open subset of Xa) is a subbase of Xa+X.

Hence, w(n"+x) < co.

Since na is skeletal, ni is skeletal too for every ß with a < ß < p.   D

Lemma 3. //a« co-bounded group G acts continuously on the compact Hausdorff

space X, then for every g £ G and every suitable elementary substructure JÍ

there is an homeomorphism gji : X(Jf) -* X(Jt) such that g> o 0-* = </>-* o g.

Proof. Let xj be arbitrary points of X with ^(x) = ^(y) ■ We have to

prove that

##(*(*)) = <ü>{g{y))   for every g £ G.

For this reason we check that f(g(x)) = f(g(y)) for every / £ C(X) n JÍ.

Consider the map f*: G -> C(X) where f*(g) = f ° g for each geG.
Here we treat C(X) as a Banach space with the usual norm. Then f* is

continuous. We prove that f*(G) is separable.

For each « £ N let U„ be a symmetric neighbourhood of the neutral element

in G such that ||/o h - f\\ < l/n for each h £ Un. Fix countable sets AnçG

with AnU„ = G, « = 1,2,3,.... Remark, that U„B„ = G, where B„ = A~x .

For every h £ U„ and b £ Bn we have ||/o (« o 6) - f o b\\ < l/n . Hence,

K = {/ o b: b £ y)B„] is a dense subset of f*(G). Since / e Jf, we may

assume that K £jf and, by assertion (4), .K ç C(X) n^#. Consequently, for
every g £ G and every e > 0 there is a function Ä e C(X) n ¿& such that

||/o g - «y < e . From ^(x) = </>^(y) it follows that h(x) = h(y) for every

h £ C(X)nJf. Hence, f(g(x)) = f(g(y)).
This proves that for every g £ G there is a map g^- : X(Jt) -* X(Jt) such

that gj( o djXy = </>*, o g. Since all spaces are compact, g> is continuous.

It is easy to see that g> oh¿ = (g oh)jg for arbitrary g, h £ G. Hence,

{gjt '■ g G G} is a group of homeomorphisms of X(Jt).   D

Proof of Theorem 1. Let 6 be a sufficiently large regular uncountable cardinal,

D a closed unbounded family of suitable countable elementary substructures

of $e, and F a subset of D. By Proposition 2, we have to prove that tp =

®{4>5? '■ -^ e T) is skeletal.
Set X' = cp(X). Applying Lemma 3, find an homeomorphism g': X' -> X'

such that g1' otp = tpog. Assume, on the contrary, that there is a nonempty open

subset U of X with laty(U) = 0. Since G acts minimally on X, there are

ft.i,eG suchthat gx(U)U---Ug„(U) = X. Set y = {V:0¿VcX'
is open and F n tp(U) = 0} .

Then (J y is a dense subset of X'. There exist Vx, ... ,Vn £ y such that
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g'x(Vx)n---ng'n(V„)¿0.Thea

0 = (g'x(<p(U)) ng[(Vx))u---u (g'n(tp(U)) n g'n(Vn))

2(g'x(<p(U))u---ug'n(<p(U)))n(g'x(Vx)n---ng'n(Vn))

2 (<p(gi(U)) u • • • u <p(g„(U))) n (g[(Vx) n • • • n g'n(Vn)) ¿ 0.

This is the desired contradiction.   D
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